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With all the extras it is quite a comprehensive simulator. The Caravan HD is more of a "ready to go" value prop, which you can just load up and fly straight away. It offers good performance as the canopy is 3D. Flies great. The plane is strong and the controls are very responsive. The real power of the Caravan is in the Carenado SimXperience. Its the
platform on which the Caravan is based. There is a mini menu within your main FSX menu accessed by right clicking on the main XP11 X-Plane menu. You get all the usual XP11 basics like configuration settings and aircraft use (all there are really is no harm in having a clean FlightSimX session as a base) and you get access to a powerful button de-
mouse function as well. Once you are in game. You get access to a hugely detailed terrain which is a lot better than earlier releases. The Snow is really something to watch in a Caravan, the ground appear to be melting away in all directions. You can dip in the canals by adding the "Canals" resource which is an exceptional addition. Another really
good if not for all the running in the dark, it is very good is the weather and weather effects. You can simulate all sorts of weather effects which have been enhanced to represent the new X-Plane 10 features. The surface emissivity, reflectivity and gloss are also very good. The shadows are spot on. You can have the sun very low down the horizon,

and it really does have a real 3D feel. The interior is well laid out and is quite upmarket. The first impression is a little disappointing as the only choice here is what colour you want the dash to be and you cant choose a LED dash like the Gold Caravan. This is limited to "blue, red and white"
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for the caravan this release for x-plane has brought some small tweaks to the flight model and cockpit. to start with the flight model for the aircraft is very similair to the cargomaster model which is the default for the x-plane c208b. it offers a range of feature such as autopilot, autothrottle, and full electric trim (even for the propellor driven models)
but also of course the g1000. a huge part of this aircraft is it's flight characteristics and carenado have done well to bring those flight characteristics back to the caravan and the results are very good. of course the c208b is not a game changer, but the flight model is very good and the handling of the aircraft is as good as any aircraft carenado has
produced to date. the engine produces a reasonable noise and the sound is somewhat similar to the original caravan, it isn't overly powerful and you don't hear the aircraft revving up and down but it does at times sound a little like a high pitched whistle, something i found a little annoying on the cargomaster but the caravan is a little more refined.

the x-plane x-aircraft are all about the look, the feel and the performance of the aircraft and there is no other sim that matches these aspects of the simulator than x-plane. this is not a criticism of the other sims at all, they are all really good and really well done and a lot of work has gone into them. it is just that x-plane offers the most authentic
experience of flying an aircraft and in many ways i think it offers the best simulation of flying aircraft (and probably any simulator of any kind for that matter) than anything else available to date. the engine sound in the x-plane is truly authentic and i think that is one of the things that x-plane has achieved that no other sim has been able to do.
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